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Showing 1-30 Start your review Escenas de la Vida posmoderna: intelectuales, arte y videocultura en la Argentina This wonderful hybrid book of Argentine intellectual begins with a look at the neoliberal order, neither condemning it nor praising it. At first it sounds like Sarlo is criticizing those who are willing to participate in a system where
a limited number of alternatives are endlessly repeated - in the city, shopping malls, youth culture, video games - but it doesn't. (After all, what is a video game other than trying to beat a car at its own game?) Boys in a seedy video arcade actuall This wonderful hybrid book of the Argentine intellectual begins with a look at the neoliberal
order, neither condemning it nor praising it. At first it sounds like Sarlo is criticizing those who are willing to participate in a system where a limited number of alternatives are endlessly repeated - in the city, shopping malls, youth culture, video games - but it doesn't. (After all, what is a video game other than trying to beat a car at its own
game?) The boys in the seedy video arcade are actually trying to get a win over their placement in the car. There may not be girls, but they have a chance to understand the political order at a much deeper level than a doctor, a lawyer or a professor. How is that even possible? Mainly for lack of a clear purpose. (Isn't that the main theme
of Good Will Hunting, a punk janitor and townie who was actually more mathematically complex than the ones located in the system?) The same goes for young girls trading global brands in the mall. There are a few boys around, for good reason. They seek to participate in a world created by powerful institutions to which they are barred
from entering. The best part of the book is where Sarlo explain the place of art in this world. Whenever you hear what kind of person says what art is, what it should be and what it is good for (everyone from Eliot to Franzen), you just hear a person trying to put himself in it. The sacred place of art of the last century was practiced by a
handful of men and a few exceptional women who advocated it only to be possible (as a substitute for religion, as a sublime skill). Mass education came in the late 19th century. This was followed by art, history and language education. The samples were named as religious figures. And from the mass of humanity in a game where only the
naked part ever really participated. But then true pluralism, as promised by the democratic revolutions of the 19th century, finally came after the 1960s. Now anyone can take part in the art game. Alas, as a result, this is no longer a sacred space, but a peaceful space of conflict, where people occupy positions in order to place their work. It
seems that the market will make this process fair (in order to be a level playing field under the laws But many refuse to recognize the cultural heritage of the heritage exists that favors one mind of the artist over another, claiming among other political motives, presenting those who have no voice, defending tradition or discovering a new
one, building statehood, or searching for beauty or justice. From a sociological point of view, these vanitys are clearly fictional, hiding the true motives of those who want a share in power based on artistic creativity. Much has happened since this book was published in 1994. You can easily translate, however, the discussion of zapping with
your TV clicker in clicking and linking via computer. In other words, most of this book is still in use. ______________This was a great find. I especially recommend it for those interested in Latin American politics and literature, or those who love theory when written with clarity. Those who love Borges, she also wrote very well about him too,
with the same themes discussed above. It seems Sarlo is still active, giving speeches in places like Berkeley's post-pop political populism as recently as November. ... More This book is an indispensable reading at the time. Written two decades ago, it seems more valid than ever. It's a thorough analysis of the effects that have caused
(and continues to cause, ever deeper) the postmodern paradigm in which we are immersed, either using zapping (I'm afraid to think that even zapping is already obsolete, a.k.a. Netflix) into a place that art and intellectuals can have in an individualistic and fast-food society like this today. Me Mar This book is an indispensable reading for
that time. Written two decades ago, it seems more valid than ever. It's a thorough analysis of the effects that have caused (and continues to cause, ever deeper) the postmodern paradigm in which we are immersed, either using zapping (I'm afraid to think that even zapping is already obsolete, a.k.a. Netflix) into a place that art and
intellectuals can have in an individualistic and fast-food society like this today. I admire the clarity of Sarlo's analysis, it's a role model. My poor copy wrinkled so much that I emphasized this, but this book became my personal Bible. Here's a quote from the last chapter that, if it doesn't serve a resume, gives at least a clear idea of the
book's position: Art offers experience limits. In a civilization where the bankruptcy of traditional religions, the emergence of comforting neo-religions, the absolute meaning of the market present, medical technology and abolitionist ideologies of temporality seek to avoid the very idea of death, art sets that limit on stage Read this book, and
read Sarlo. Ten out of ten, (or 5 goodreadeana stars)...... more February 06, 2018 Andres Kesada appreciated his liked review of another edition of Time made an impact The book looks brand new. Television chapters seem untimely, even if the ideas produced are valuable. Chapters about artists and intellectuals, on the other hand, are
more relevant today than ever. These are the slaps of reality that reveal romanticism and the false mysticism under which the artist dived until the middle of the twentieth century. Postmodernism and its valiant theory of relativity are awakened from his golden dreams by those who believed that the owner of Time made the impact of this
book co-save. Television chapters seem untimely, even if the ideas produced are valuable. Chapters about artists and intellectuals, on the other hand, are more relevant today than ever. These are the slaps of reality that reveal romanticism and the false mysticism under which the artist dived until the middle of the twentieth century.
Postmodernism and its valiant theory of relativity are awakened from their golden dreams by those who were considered to be the possessors of privileged subjectivity. The homogenization of taste shows that the artistic field is a battleground for symbolic power and legitimacy, like any other. And the intelligentsia, seeing themselves in
reality, where their opinions are not those that lead the way, but another among an infinite number of ways, all valid and tolerant, whose only prowess is given to the masses and the market, had to retreat to the academy, where they follow their dream dances, of which few know. ... More on September 12, 2015, Diego Mora appreciated
his liked that the book has a gallery tone, as each chapter begins with The Latin American affair. There is a very strong tone of complaint that is sometimes annoying, too pessimistic. Like other peoples of America, Argentina lives in an atmosphere of so-called postmodity within the paradoxical framework of a fragmented and poor nation
(7). In a world where almost everyone agrees to diagnose a lack of feelings, ironically, that diagnosis does not consider art in what it is: the practice that is given by the book has the tone of Galeano, since each chapter begins with the Latin American affair. There is a very strong tone of complaint that is sometimes annoying, too
pessimistic. Like other peoples of America, Argentina lives in an atmosphere of so-called postmodity within the paradoxical framework of a fragmented and poor nation (7). In a world where almost everyone agrees to diagnose a lack of feelings, ironically, that diagnosis does not consider art in what it is: a practice that determines the
production of feelings both in formal and moral intensity (9). Shopping is a mirror of the crisis of public space, where it is difficult to build feelings; and the mirror returns an inverted image in which an orderly stream of signs flows day and night (23). The concept of a collector upside down, shopping. Rock has fulfilled one of his possible
directions: it is no longer a program to become a style. Later expansion Rock in a less rebellious youth culture accompanies the reworking of romantic, satanic, exceptional myths. As the style, the market resorts to it, robs its founding fathers, emphasizes what was dem'sica pop in them ... it has become a veto of modern culture, and its
subversive aspects are erased by the death of its heroes (37). The slum effect. Television is a condition in which not only actors, but all who appear on the screen (72) must dominate. Mirror culture of its audience is mediated by the aura of the star system... television as a mythical space (there are stars who are the true stars of mass
society) (82). Television lives to date and is parodied to the point where the repetition of the procedure deprives it of all critical meaning. There is a minimum distance between parody and parody. The uncertainty that parody introduces to other students (such as literary) is destroyed by the intimacy that television establishes between
parody and parody (99). Copying exactly one can soup is different from the parody design soup can (104). ... Over January 05, 2016 Caro appreciated he loved his Short Chapters and essentially on a wide range of issues ranging from sex, family photography, morality, video games, etc. A quick read. Apr 17, 2016 Haydee Salcedo
appreciated it very much liked So far you can see the great mass communication of television about citizens, where the concept of art, where the intelligentsia, where the audience, where popular culture, electronics, video games. Sarlo subtly solves these issues. Julian Ilarry appreciated it very much on October 22, 2012 Federico K rated
it was amazing February 23, 2016 Fabian appreciated his very much liked May 30, 2014 Dina V rated he loved him August 29, 2018 Jesus Ismael rated it was amazing April 22, 2018 Sebastian appreciated it very much liked August 06, 2009 Federico appreciated it really liked April 17 , 2015 Juan appreciated it liked December 27 , 2019
Stephen appreciated it really liked July 13, 2012 Cecilia Saya appreciated it very much liked February 06, 2012 Nacho appreciated he loved his Sep 03, 2017 Fer Velar rated it really liked June 17, 2019 Valentina appreciated it really liked on September 17, 2016 German rated it very much October 05 , 2016 Juan C appreciated it on
January 10, 2016 the age rated him very much liked on November 16, 2016 2016
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